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A sandwich type structure of two dimetilaminobenziliden-1,3-indandione (DMABI) derivatives placed between metal
electrodes was made to investigate the photoelectrical properties of these derivatives. DMABI is an organic isolator with a
wide energy gap and high quantum efficiency of the photogeneration, DMABI derivatives have received also
considerable attention because of its large dipole moment and optical nonlinearities. Besides, since it is a photosensitive
material, its use in solar systems is very promising. The energy gap of each material and combined system was observed
from the spectral dependence of the quantum efficiency of the photoconductivity and results are compared with results of
oxidation and reduction potential of the materials. The values showed a good correlation between experimental data of the
photoconductivity and voltamperometry and calculated data of the HOMO and LUMO levels of the molecules.
Keywords: quantum efficiency of the photoconductivity, sandwich type structure, energetical structure, photogeneration,
indandione.

1. INTRODUCTION ∗

energy gap EGAd . To determine the adiabatic energy gap

Recently, there has been a great interest in organic
solar cells. Such solar cells are an innovative and at the
same time a perspective field [1 – 4]. Organic materials
help to reduce the costs of solar cells and simplify the
production process. However, further investigations are
necessary to improve the efficiency and the lifetime of
organic solar cells. To achieve higher efficiency, it is
important that a molecule absorbs light in a spectral region
close to the Sun spectrum. Nevertheless, fundamental part
to design effective solar cells is knowledge of energetic
characteristics of a material. Parameters such as ionization
potential IC, electronaffinity AC and energy gap EG directly
affects such important electronic processes as charge
carrier generation and transport [5 – 7]. These parameters
are useful to create the energy diagram both of a material
and structures electrode/organic layer/electrode (M/OL/M).
In order to have complete energetical diagram of thin film
structure consisting of two electrodes the values of work
function of electrodes are necessary.
In case of organic crystals charge carriers do not
emerge as “bare”quasi-free electrons and holes but as a
polaron type quasi-particle, dressed “in electronic and
vibronic polarization clouds” [7, 8]. After excitation of
molecules the ion pair is formed. Electronically relaxed
charges may also be formed far enough from each other in
order to neglect ion pair energy. This process corresponds

E GAd , one must measure the charge carrier energies after
their vibronic relaxation to the molecular polaron states.
Besides the values of EGAd and EGOpt , the value of transport
band Et is applied as a difference between the values of
the highest occupied molecular level (HOMO) and the
lowest unoccupied molecular level (LUMO), which are
measured by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS)
and inverse photoelectron spectroscopy (IPES) of the
material [10]. There are several methods to determine the
value of the EGAd . In nineties one of the most popular
method to obtain the energy gap in low molecular organic
thin films and crystals was photoelectrical method [5, 8]. It
has been shown that in anthracene-type crystals the spectral dependence of quantum efficiency of intrinsic photoconductivity β (hν ) is determined by the efficiency of the
thermal dissociation of the ion pairs formed as an intermediate stage of the photogeneration process, which may be
described by the Onsager mechanism. The quantum
efficiency of intrinsic photoconductivity β (hν ) in the near
threshold region can be approximated by
β (hν ) = A(hν − Eth ) n ,
(1)
where n ≈ 5/2 and Eth is the threshold of intrinsic
conductivity and A is coefficient [5, 8].
The value of the photoconductivity threshold Eth

to optical band gap EGOpt [7, 9]. The value E GOpt is usually

allows to obtain the value of adiabatic energy gap E GAd
[5, 8], i. e.,

measured as the energy of the long wavelength edge of an
exciton absorption band, where the normalized absorption
and fluorescence spectra intersect [9] or from electromodulated absorption spectra [8]. When both vibrationally and
electronically relaxed states are considered as adiabatic

E GAd = Eth + ΔE,

(2)

where ΔE is effective relaxation energy of the ion pair
state.
It is a complex problem to obtain spectral curves of
intrinsic photoconductivity. The experiments have to be
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LUMO values of the 4N-DMABI-dPh molecule are
–7.25 eV and 1.39 eV and of the tBu-DMABI-dPh
molecule –7.34 eV and 1.04 eV, respectively. The HOMO
level characterizes the ionization potential IG of the
molecule. We see that calculated values of the ionization
potential are in the range 7.2 eV – 7.3 eV, which is typical
for electron donors used for strong charge transfer
complexes [15]. The shift of HOMO and LUMO levels
may be formed as an energy barrier between both
molecular materials and heterojunction in double layer
structure between 4N-DMABI and tBu-DMABI-dPh is
prospective.
In this work, photoelectrical properties of DMABI
derivatives are investigated, both for single layer and
double layer samples. Our studies are based on the
formation of the M/OL/M structures consisting of one
layer of 4N-DMABI-dPh or tBu-DMABI-dPh molecules
and double-layer structure consisting of the heterojunction
between them. Sample M/OL/M was made as organic thin
film, which was sandwiched between two metal electrodes.
The quantum efficiency of photoconductivity β (hν )
was measured for one layer and double-layer organic thin
films in dependence on the polarity of the illuminated
electrode. The value of band gap EGAd of each material
M/OL/M system was estimated from the quantum
efficiency of the intrinsic photoconductivity β (hν ) curves

done under completely blocked injection of the charge
carriers from the electrodes. However, in many cases
extrinsic photogeneration and injection of charge carrier
from the electrodes should be taken into account. In
accordance with the concept of the photogeneration
mechanisms one may assume that the charge carriers,
which are involved in stationary photoconductivity are
already completely relaxed, and the threshold value Eth
reflects the value of the adiabatic energy gap. However, as
Eth according to definition is situated at the very threshold
of the β (hν ) curves we may assume that the value of Eth
is slightly lower than expected adiabatic energy gap. It is
shown in the polyacene crystals [8] the following
correlation Eth < EGAd < EGOpt is available.
On the other hand, the adiabatic energetic gap
Ad
EG could be estimated from the electrochemical redox
potentials obtained by cyclic voltammetry (CV)
0
)
[9, 11 – 13]. The first standard reduction potential ( Ered
of the compound measured in the solution and gas phase
electron affinity ( AC ) are linearly related between each
other. Similarly the first standard oxidation potentials
0
( Eox
) correlated linearly with the ionization potentials
( I C ). For the organic molecules with the large delocalized
π electron systems where the gain or loss of an electron
introduces small disturbances the slopes of both
correlations are close to the unity.
In the first approximation the optical band gap EGOpt
corresponds to the difference between ionization potential
I C and the electron affinity AC of the molecule. In the
literature [9] it has been confirmed that the difference
between the oxidation and reduction potentials
0
0
0
ΔEredox
= Eox
− Ered
closely corresponds to the optical

in the threshold spectral region. The Eth values were
0
0
0
compared
with
DEredox
= Eox
- Ered
electrochemical method.

N

2.1. Samples preparation
The samples were fabricated in a typical sandwich
type structure on the glass substrates. For the construction
of single layer and double layer samples two organic
compounds were used: 4N-DMABI-dPh and tBu-DMABIdPh. The layers of the samples were made by vacuum
deposition method. The depositions started by gold layer as
the bottom electrode (average thickness was about 50 nm)
Then, the organic layers were deposited at temperature
190 °C with average thickness ~250 nm. The Al electrodes
were deposited on the top of the system with average
thickness 50 nm. Overall, for the system up to four masks
were used for the preparation, without breaking the
vacuum (≈10–6 mbar) between each stage. The active area
of the sample was about 0.02 cm2. The thicknesses of
layers were measured using surface profiler “Veeco
Dektak 150” and the absorption spectra were measured by
spectrometer “Ocean Optics HR4000 UV-NIR”.

O

O

O
N

4N-DMABI-dPh

of

2. EXPERIMENTAL

band gap EGOpt .
The aim of the research is to report on the results
obtained by investigating two derivatives of
dimetilaminobenzylidene-1,3-indandione (DMABI), where
in indandione part of the molecules one carbon is
substituted by nitrogen atom (4N-DMABI-dPh) or added
tert-butyl group (tBu-DMABI-dPh) (Figure 1). The
research was done in collaboration with chemists of Riga
Technical University who synthesized the derivatives
necessary for the investigation [14].
O

results

N

2.2. Measurements of the cyclic voltammetry

tBu-DMABI-dPh

Electrochemical properties of DMABI derivatives
were studied by cyclic voltammetry (CV). The curves were
recorded on the electrochemical system PARSAT 2273
using glassy carbon disk (Ø 0.5 cm) as a working
electrode. Saturated calomel electrode (SCE) was served as
a reference electrode and Pt wire – as an auxiliary
electrode. (Fig.2)

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of DMABI derivatives under study:
4N-DMABI-dPh and tBu-DMABI-dPh

According to the RHF ab initio calculations with basis
set 6-31G** by Gaussian G09W software package, the
values of the HOMO and the LUMO levels of both
derivatives are estimated. The calculated HOMO and
126
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a

b
Fig. 3. Schemes of irradiation of the sample from the top Al
electrode (a) and from the bottom Au electrode (b)

where jph is the density of photocurrent at a given photon
energy hν and applied voltage U, I(hν) is the intensity of
light (phot/cm2s), k(hν) is the transmission of
semitransparent electrode, g(hν) is the coefficient which
characterizes the absorbed light in the organic layer:

b
Fig. 2. Cyclic votamperograms of 4N-DMABI-dPh (a) and tBuDMABI-dPh (b) in MeCn/0.1M TBAPF6 c < 5×10–4 M

L

∫

Electrochemical redox reactions were studied in
deareated 0,1 M tetrabutyl-ammoniumtetrafluorophosphate
(TBAPF6) solution in acetonitrile.

g (hν ) = [exp(−α (hν ) x]dx =1− exp(−α (hν ) L) ,

where α (hν ) is the absorption coefficient of the organic
film and L is the thickness of the film.

2.3. Photoelectrical measurements

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electrical properties (current-voltage characteristics and spectral dependence of the photocurrent) of single
layer devices (Au/4N-DMABI-dPh/Al and Au/tBuDMABI-dPh/Al) and double layer device (Au/4NDMABI-dPh/tBu-DMABI-dPh)) were measured in a
vacuum cryostat, which was connected with CDK250
turbomolecular pump systems. All measurements were
performed in vacuum using an electrometer KEITHLEY
6517B with an incorporated DC voltage supply. As a light
source Xenon lamp TYP SVX 1450 with power supply was
used. In front of the lamp Andover Corporation
interference filters (from 360 nm – 700 nm, with the step
20 nm) were placed, after them the lens’ system and
shutter. The final was the optical wire, which was directed
to the sample in the vacuum camera and had been
irradiated through the small quartz glass window in the
cryostat.
The samples were irradiated from the top Al electrode
(Fig. 3, a) and from the bottom Au electrode (Fig. 3, b). All
the measurements have been applied for both polarities.
The quantum efficiency of the photoconductivity
β (hν ) was estimated according to the equation [5]:
β (hν , U ) =

j ph (hν , U )
e k (hν ) I (hν ) g (hν )

,

(4)

0

DMABI and it’s derivatives are organic materials with
high resistivity ρ up to ρ ≈ 1011 Ωcm. These compounds
are practically isolators. DC current-voltage characteristics
I(U) were studied at the room temperature in the voltage
region up to 60 V of one organic layer samples and up to
100 V of double organic layer samples (Fig. 4). As it is
shown in the Fig. 4, a, b, the superlinear dependence of the
dark current on voltage of single layer samples occurred.
IU-characteristics demonstrate almost symmetry of current
dependent on the conditions of injection of charge carriers
from the bottom Au or the top Al electrode. In case of
holes injection from the bottom Au electrode, the superlinear IU characteristics appeared at electric field values
(E ≥ 4.5×105 V/cm) in comparison with holes injection
from the upper Al electrode (E ≥ 5×105 V/cm).
Consequently, the photoconductivity spectral dependence
of single layer sample was measured at the voltage
U = 10 V (E ≈ 4×105 V/cm), where conditions of blocked
injection of charge carriers from the electrodes may be fulfilled. In case of double layer structure the IUcharacteristics (Fig. 4, c) are superlinear dependence
whereas the asymmetry of current dependent on the
conditions of injection of charge carriers from the bottom

(3)
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increase of the current up to one order of the magnitude
was observed. As an example in the Fig. 5 the time
dependence of current on irradiation of 4N-DMABI single
layer sample is presented. When the light was switched off
the process was reversible with almost the same response
time.
The density of photocurrent jph at a given photon
energy hν was calculated as j ph = j f − jd , where jd is

Au or the top Al electrode were observed. The rectification
effect found, when Au is positively biased.
4N-DMABI-dPh
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Fig. 5. Photocurrent kinetic of the Au/4N-DMABI/Al on
irradiation via negative Au electrode at different
wavelengths. Irradiation starts at 100 s and lasts 200 s
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The spectral photoconductivity dependences were
measured in the spectral range from λ = 360 nm to
λ = 700 nm. The quantum efficiency of photoconductivity
β(hν) was obtained according to the equation (3). Typical
dependences β (hν ) in the threshold region are shown in
the Fig. 6a and 7a.
The spectral dependences of β (hν ) on irradiation
through Au and Al electrodes of both polarities were
compared. Fig. 6, a, shows that β (hν ) curves when
sample is irradiated through negative Au and negative Al
electrodes are similar with two maxima which correspond
to long and short wavelengths sides of the absorption
maximum of 4N-DMABI-dPh thin film. In case of
irradiation through positive Au and positive Al electrodes
only one maximum of β (hν ) was observed. Nevertheless,
the maximal value of β (hν ) in all cases close to 1.5×10–4
el/phot was observed. The anti-correlation of β (hν ) and
α (hν ) curves means that the photogeneration process in
thin film volume dominates over the processes in the
interface between electrode and organic thin film. Increase
of the value of β (hν ) at irradiation lower than 2.0 eV
may be caused by optically induced release of charge

4N-DMABI-dPh/tBu-DMABI-dPh
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Fig. 4. Current voltage characteristics of Au/4N-DMABI-dPh/Al
(a), Au/tBu-DMABI-dPh/Al (b) and Au/4N-DMABI/tBuDMABI/Al (c) samples, measured at room temperature in
darkness and vacuum with positive Au and positive Al
electrodes

DMABI and its derivatives belong to the class of
photosensitive molecular crystals. By irradiation with
ultraviolet and visible light the current increases by several
orders of magnitude [18]. When 4N-DMABI-dPh and tBuDMABI-dPh single layer samples were irradiated the fast

Table 1. The values of the oxidation E0ox, reduction E0red and redox E0redox potentials of DMABI, 4n-DMABI-dPh and tBu-DMABI-dPh
in TBAPF6 solution, threshold value of photoconductivity of Eth of their thin films
Oxidation
Molecule
4N-DMABI-dPh
tBu-DMABI-dPh
DMABI

Reduction

Eaox(eV)

Ecox(eV)

Eoox(eV)

Ecred(eV)

1.21
1.09
0.98

1.13
0.94
0.89

1.17
1.02
0.94

–0.88
–1.14
–1.27
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ΔE (eV)

Eth (eV)

|HOMO-LUMO|

2.05
2.16
2.21

1.80 ±0.05
1.90 ±0.05
1.95 ±0.02 [10]
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Fig. 6. (a) Spectral dependences of the photocurrent of Au/4NDMABI/Al. Irradiation of the sample is carried out via
positive Au electrode (1), negative Au electrode (2),
positive Al electrode (3) and negative Al electrode (4) at
U = 10 V. The absorption spectrum of 4N-DMABI thin
film is presented. (b) Approximation of threshold of the
intrinsic photoconductivity Eth according to equation (1)

Fig. 7. (a) Spectral dependences of the photocurrent of Au/tBuDMABI/Al. Irradiation of the sample is carried out via
positive Au electrode (1), negative Au electrode (2),
positive Al electrode (3) and negative Al electrode (4) at
U=10V. The absorption spectrum of tBu-DMABI thin
film is presented by solid line (b) Approximation of
threshold of the intrinsic photoconductivity Eth according
to the equation (1)

carriers from traps. The value of the band gap energy was
estimated as the threshold value Eth = 1.80 eV ±0.05 eV
according to the expression (1) (Fig. 6, b).
In aprotic acetonitrile electrochemical oxidation of
amine moiety in DMABI and its derivatives proceeds in
one quasi-reversible step (Fig. 2). Calculated standard
0
oxidation potentials ( Eox
) of the compounds are given in
the Table 1.
Whereas electrochemical reduction of indandione
moiety of DMABI and its derivatives proceeds in one
irreversible step at the potential scan rate 100 mV/sec.
However, an irreversible peak potential may correspond to
within 100 mV of the reversible reduction potential [16] if
the species generated by reversible electron transfer
process is consumed by rapid chemical follow-up reaction,
like protonation [17].
Fig. 7, a, shows that β (hν ) curves in all four cases are
similar with two maxima which corresponds to long and
short wavelengths sides of the absorption maximum of
tBu-DMABI-dPh thin film. The maximal value of β (hν )
in all cases close to 4 × 10–4 el/phot was observed. The
maximal values of β (hν ) of 4N-DMABI-dPh and tBuDMABI-dPh films are lower by two orders of magnitude
than of the DMABI thin film [18]. The anti-correlation of
β (hν ) and α (hν ) curves meaning is the same as in the
situation for 4N-DMABI-dPh. The value of the band gap

energy was estimated as the threshold value
Eth = 1.90 eV ±0.05 eV according to the expression (1)
(Fig. 7, b).
The results of quantum efficiency of photoconductivity and cyclic voltamperometry are presented in the
Table 1 (for comparison the energetical values of DMABI
thin films are presented).
The threshold energy of Eth is 1.95 eV ±0.02 eV [18].
The value of optical band gap EGOpt as the energy of the
long wavelength edge of an exciton absorption band,
where the normalized absorption and fluorescence spectra
intersect of the DMABI films is estimated to be
2.15 eV ±0.02 eV [19]. As it is presented in the Table 1,
the correlation between the values of Eth, and ΔE redox is
observed.

The spectral dependencies of photoconductivity of
double layer Au/4N-DMABI-dPh/tBu-DMABI-dPh/Al
device were measured at voltage U = 10 V.
As follows from the Fig. 4, the IU-curves at the
voltage 10 V and positive Au polarities showed blocking
properties similar to single layer devices. On the other side,
when positive Al electrode was applied, in the current
dependence on voltage is linear at up to U = 11 V, i. e.,
I ~ U, typical for Ohmic-type conductivity. According to
the model of the space charge limited conductivity the
injection of holes from Al electrode to tBu-DMABI-dPh is
129

Fig. 8. Spectral dependences of the photocurrent of Au/4N-DMABI/tBu-DMABI/Al. Irradiation of the sample is carried out via positive
Au electrode (1), negative Au electrode (2), positive Al electrode (3) and negative Al electrode (4) at U = 10 V. The absorption
spectra of tBu-DMABI thin film and 4N-DMABI thin film are presented by solid line

The quantum efficiency of photoconductivity β (hν )
of double layer devices mainly depends on the polarity of
electrodes, but on the direction of irradiation. In case of
positive Au electrode dominates photoelectrical properties
of the 4N-DMABI-dPh layer which is deposited on Au
electrode. Whereas, in case of positive Al electrode
dominates properties of the tBu-DMABI-dPh layer.
The photoconductivity threshold energy for 4NDMABI-dPh films is Eth = 1.80 eV ±0.05 eV and for tBuDMABI-dPh films is Eth = 1.90 eV ±0.05 eV.
The threshold values are close to the redox potential

possible. The spectral dependence of quantum efficiency
β (hν ) is presented in the Fig. 8.
In case of double layer device in the equation (3) the
intensity of the absorbed light is modified. The total
absorbed light:
I = I0[1 – exp(α1L)] + I0 exp(–(α1L1) [1 – exp(α2L2)] . (5)
When the Au electrode is positive the β (hν ) curves are
similar to the spectra of β (hν ) of single layer 4NDMABI-dPh device and independent on direction of
irradiation and the β (hν ) values are close to one of single
layer 4N-DMABI-dPh (Fig. 6). The same was observed
when Al electrode was positive and character of the
β (hν ) and values corresponds to the results of singlelayer devices of tBu-DMABI-dPh (Fig 7). So, we may
conclude that β (hν ) values character is mainly
determined by polarity of the electrodes but direction of
irradiation. N. Karl and co-authors [3] have investigated
the photovoltaic short circuit current spectra of the double
layer structure of the H2-phthalocyanine and perylene
derivative PTCDA or naphthalene derivative NTCDA.
They have shown that the photocurrent of these double
layer structures depends on the order of the organic layers
and polarity of the electrode but not on the electrode that is
illuminated.

ΔE redox values of 4N-DMABI-dPh and tBu-DMABI-dPh

molecules which are ΔE redox = 2.05 eV and ΔE redox =
= 2.16 eV respectively. Besides, the difference of
calculated HOMO and LOMO levels of the molecules also
correlates with threshold energies.
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